
Mormonism: Cult or Culture?
A Contextualized Approach 
to Ministry Among Mormons



Who Are the Mormons?
• Mormonism as a culture

– More than a belief system
– This culture dominates an entire region



Who Are the Mormons?
• Mormonism as an unreached culture

– People Group: common self-identity
– Unreached: cannot evangelize own people
– Mormonism is outside historic Christianity
– Mormonism is resistant to biblical gospel



What Is Contextualization?
• Presenting the unchanging truths of the 

gospel in a way that is intelligible within 
the unique, changing contexts of cultures 
and worldviews.



What Is Contextualization?
• Acts 13:16-43
• Acts 14:8-18
• Acts 17:16-34



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Approaching Mormonism as a cult

– Analyze beliefs
– Refute false teaching
– Appeal to rational argumentation



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Approaching Mormonism as a cult

– Emphasizes the cognitive alone
– Ignores how persons make spiritual decisions
– Feels like a personal attack



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Approaching Mormonism as a culture
• Missiology: the study of how to intelligently 

articulate the gospel and its life-changing 
power in a culturally appropriate manner, 
drawing on the disciplines of theology, 
anthropology, and history (among others).



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Approaching Mormonism as a culture

– Analyze culture (beliefs, world view, practices)
– Discern how people think of & approach God
– Frame timeless truths in way that speak to 

that culture



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Example 1: Narrative Theology

– LDS understand & communicate truth in terms 
of stories vs. doctrinal statements

– We share the gospel in terms of stories



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Example 2: Experiential Epistemology
• The study of how we know what is valid or 

justifiable knowledge or truth.
– LDS validate truth claims through experiences
– We convey truth in language of experience



How Do We Reach Mormons?
• Example 3: Persecution Complex

– LDS are easily offended by perceived attacks
– We gently offer a message of good news



Challenge and Opportunity
• Leaving Mormonism is difficult

– Loss of cultural identity & heritage
– Giving up cherished values & beliefs
– Breaking of family & community connections
– Fear of apostasy



Challenge and Opportunity
• We have good news for Latter-day Saints

– Fulfill human desire for transcendence
– Delight in intimate relationship with God
– Security & assurance before God
– Freedom of living in grace



Challenge and Opportunity
• The Mormon world is changing

– People are leaving in unprecedented numbers
– It’s easy to have faith conversations
– God is raising up an indigenous church

• Originating in or characteristic of a particular region 
or country.



Challenge and Opportunity
• Your next steps

– Be willing to engage LDS in faith conversation
– Get educated
– Come to Utah

• Check things out
• Apply for an internship
• Find work in your career field



Q and A
• To talk more, come see me at the Utah 

Advance booth – #1104
• Contact me: utahadvance@gmail.com


